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Let K be a compact subset of the complex plane C, and let R(K) 
denote the algebra of all continuous complex-valued functions on K 
which can be approximated uniformly on K by rational functions 
whose poles all lie outside K. Recently much work has centred on the 
properties of R(K) as a function algebra, and the study of the anni- 
hilating measures has played a central part. See [l]-[7]. The present 
paper studies these measures using potential theoretic methods based 
on those of [6], [7], [8]. 
The main questions we consider are 
(i) When does R(K) = A(K), the algebra of continuous functions 
on K which are analytic on the interior of K? 
(ii) Which real-valued functions on K are uniform limits of real 
parts of functions in ii(K) ? 
(iii) When is A(K) a maximal subalgebra of C(BK)? 
In Section 1 the potential theoretic machinery is set up. 
In Section 2 we obtain conditions for the uniqueness of Arens- 
Singer measures, which lead to maximality theorems improving 
slightly those of [7]. A converse is obtained in Section 3. Sections 2 
and 3 rely heavily on the ideas and results of [7]. 
Section 4 collects some elementary facts about certain annihilating 
measures and in Section 5 the case where K has connected boundary 
is considered; conditions are given under which R(K) is dirichlet 
(i.e. all real-valued functions on 8K are uniform limits of real parts 
of functions in R(K)). 
These results are extended to the general case in Section 6. 
Some illustrative examples are given in Section 7. 
Theorem 2.2 has been proved independently by T. W. Gamelin. 
*Present address: Department of Mathematics, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 
90024. 
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NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Throughout K shall denote a compact plane set, and we put 
X = aK (a denotes topological boundary relative to C), 8 = C - K, 
K” = the interior of K, and denote by Go, Q1 ,... the components 
of L?, Q0 being the unbounded one. I = X - vi aL+ is the “inner 
boundary” of K. We also adopt the following notations as used in [7]: 
H(K), B(K), D(K), P, R. 
wm 
(B u note that our R(K) is there called t 
By “measure” we mean “complex Bore1 measure” and all measures 
considered will be suported on compact plane sets. By an “annihi- 
lating measure” for R(K) we mean a measure p on X satisfying 
s fdp = 0, ‘v’f E R(K) 
If y E K we define a representing measure for y w.r.t. R(K) to be a 
positive measure h on X satisfying 
f(y) = If4 Vf E R(K). 
We denote the set of annihilating measures by R(K)l, and the set of 
real measures in R(K)J- by Re R(K)1. The terms Arens-Singer 
measure and Jensen measure will be used as defined in [7]. Analogous 
notations will be used for the other function spaces defined above, but 
if no space is specified, R(K) will be understood. 
We shall occasionally consider R(L) where L is a compact subset 
of the complex sphere; the definition is obvious. 
1. Potential theoretic preliminaries. 
If y E K” we denote by h, , the harmonic measure ofy w.r.t. K” ([lo], 
8.3). h, is a positive measure on X of total mass 1, and is a representing 
measure for y w.r.t. each of R(K), A(K), p(K), D(K); it is also a 
Jensen measure w.r.t. A(K) (and hence also R(K)) by [7], 7.3. 
Our main tool will be the logarithmic potential P, associated with a 
real measure p as follows: 
If p is positive (with compact support), then P, is defined for all 
z EC as an extended real-valued function, and is superharmonic on 
c ([lo], 4.1). If p is not positive we use this notation for such z that 
Plul(.z) < co so that the integral defining P,(z) converges. 
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The following elementary and well-known lemma is the basic 
link with the potential theory. 
1 .l LEMMA. Let p be a real measure on X. Then p G R(K)1 ;f and 
only if P, is constant on s2, for each i. 
Proof. Suppose first p E R(K)l. Fix i and let x,, E 9, . Put 
E = {x E Qi j P,(z) = P,(z,,)}. 
Since P, is continuous on 8, E is closed in sZi . Since Q is connected 
we need only show that E is open to deduce that P, is constant on &. 
Hence let zr E E and let 
u = (2 EL& 1 j z - x1 1 < d(xl ) A-)). 
Then for x E U, 5 E K we have 
In / z - 5 1-l - In j z1 - 5 1-l = - In ) 1 - (Z, - 0-l (21 - X)1 
= Re f rl((xl - z) (zI - {I-l)” 
r=1 
where for fixed z the series converges uniformly for 5 E K so that 
the sum belongs to R(K), as a function of 5. Thus 
j ln I x - 5 I--I 4.4) - 1 ln I x1 - 5 1-l 445) 
= Re 
1 
f r-l{(zI - z) (zl - <)-‘>r tip([) = 0 
7=1 
Hence 
and so z E U. Thus U _C E and E is open as required. 
Conversely, suppose P,, is constant on In, for each i. Let zO E Q, say 
x,,~&.If Iz--zOl <d(z,,,K)wehave 
In 1 z - 5 1-1 - In 1 z. - 5 1-1 = Re f Y-‘{(z,, - z) (z,, - &l}r 
5=1 
and so for all such x, 
Re 
I 
f r-l{(q, - z) (z. - J)-l>c C&L(<) = 0. 
P=l 
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The integral is an analytic function of z whose real part vanishes near 
x0, so the coefficient of each positive power of x vanishes, i.e. 
s (~0 - W’44j = 0, r = 1, 2,... . 
It remains to show that p annihilates polynomials; for / x / large we 
have 
(5 - z)-’ = - f pz-(?L+l), 5 g K 
?l=O 
so that for all large z 
go zdn+l) j-5” d&) = 0. 
By the uniqueness of the Laurent expansion each coefficient must be 
zero, which completes the proof. 
1.2 COROLLARY. Let ,U be a positive measure on X and let y E K. 
Then p is a representing measure for y if and only ifg(x) is constant on .Qi 
for each i, where 
g(z) = Pu(2) - In ( .a - y 1-l. 
Proof. Let v = X, or 6, (point mass at y) according as y E K” 
or y E X. Then for x E Q we have 
P,(x) = In / z - y 1-l 
and p is a representing measure for y if and only if p - v E R(K)I 
so the result follows from Lemma 1.1. 
Notes. 1. If p E R(K)1 then since P,, -+ 0 as z -+ co, we have 
P, = 0 on Q, . Similarly, PJz) = in 1 a - y 1-l for z E Q. if p is a 
representing measure for y. 
2. The above arguments apply to measures on K, not necessarily 
supported on X, but we shall not consider such measures. 
3. For the special case of harmonic measure, we have as noted 
above PA,(x) = In / z - y l-1, y E KO, z E Q. It is less obvious that 
PA,(z) = In j z - y j-l, x E R (the set of regular points w.r.t. K” 
on aK); in fact, this property characterises the set of regular points. 
See [lo], 9.2 and 9.3. 
We next obtain analogous conditions for Arens-Singer measures. 
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1.3. LEMMA. Let p be a real measure on X. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(i) P,(x) = 0, Vx E Q 
(ii) p E II(K)l 
(iii) Whenever f is an invertible element of R(K), 
Proof. (ii) ti (iii). Let f be an invertible element of R(K) (i.e. 
f E R(K) and f -l E R(K)). Th en we can find a sequence {g,> of func- 
tions analytic and non-vanishing in a neighborhood of K, with 
g, --+ f uniformly on K. 
Then In 1 g, 1 E H(K) so that Sin 1 g, 1 dp = 0 by (ii). Further, 
In 1 g, ( -+ In j f 1 uniformly on K, and hence j In ) f j dp = 0. 
(iii) +- (i). Since / z - 5 1-r is invertible in R(K) (for x fixed), 
P,(t) = 1 In I a - 5 1-l &(S) = 0. 
(i) +- (ii). Let f E H(K); we may suppose f extended to be twice 
continuously differentiable on C, with compact support; then 
where m denotes plane Lebesque measure and the integrals converge 
absolutely since In ( x 1-l is integrable (dm). 
1.4. COROLLARY. Let p be a positive measure on X, and let y E K. 
Then ,LL is an kens-Singer measure for y if and only if, for z E 52, 
P&) = In 1 x - y 1-l. 
Proof. Just as in Corollary 1.2. 
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By Lemma 2 of [S] a real measure is determined by its logarithmic 
potential. Thus questions concerning representing measures can be 
transformed to questions concerning superharmonic functions. We 
end the section with a lemma which is useful in studying logarithmic 
potentials; the proof is essentially due to Carleson ([8], Lemma 1). 
1.5. LEMMA. Let U be an open subset of C, and Y and E subsets of U 
such that E has zero one-dimensional HausdorfJ outer measure and 
Y v E is connected. Let p be a real measure on a compact subset of U 
so that P,,, is jinite on Y. Let f be a real continuous function on U and 
define 
wherever it is dejined. Further, suppose g(z) a constant h for z E Y. 
Suppose x0 E P n U and P,,,(x,) < CO. Then g(z,,) = A. 
Proof. The result is trivial if Y u E = {za) so we assume 
3x, E Y u E, x1 # z, . Suppose g(x,,) # h and choose E > 0 so that 
1 h - g(zo) j > 4E. s ince P,,,(z,) < CO we have 1 p j ((a,,}) = 0; hence 
we can choose 6 > 0 so that 6 < 4 and 
I ,1- %I ,<*ln 120 - 5 I-Id I P I(5) < E. 
For any p with 0 < p < 6 choose q(p) so that 
0 < T(P) < 6 1% - zo I > T(P) 
and 
and 
i 1 In / f; - z. 1-l - In ( 5 - z j--l I d I p I (5) < E. I~-zol>~ 
Given p and r)(p) as above, let 
The hypothesis on E implies easily that E, has (linear) measure zero. 
Now let 0 < r < v(p) and I .$ E, , Then since Y U E is connected, 
32 E Y with ) x - z, 1 = r. 
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Then 
4E < I id.4 - &o)l 
G lfb> -f(xo)l + j,,-,,,,, I In I5 - x0 1-l - In I i - z 1-l I d I p l(5) 
+s IE-z,l<o In I 5 - 30 l--l d I P I (5) + I,,-,,,,, ln I i - 2 1-l d I CL I (0 
< 3r + 
s ,c- ,< lnl5-zI-ldIpl(5) f43 0 
SO 
and thus 
s ,<- /< In 1 r - 1 i - xo I1-l d I CL 1 (5) > c. 20 P 
This is true for all r with 0 < r < q(p) except for a set of measure zero. 
Hence 
rib-’ I’d’“’ (i,,,,, < 0 
In I r - I 5 - x0 I 1-l d I I* I (5)) dr > E. 
But 
T(P)-~ j”,‘“’ In I r-~(-~oI~-ldr 
= T-1 rlnIz(-1 ~-ldu+ln~~-zo~-l~<+ln(~-zo~ 
0 
where A is an absolute constant. 
SO 
s lc-z,l <I, (A + ln I 5 - z. 1-l) d I P I (5) > 6 
for all p with 0 < p < 6. This is a contradiction, so g(zO) = X as 
required. 
Note. This lemma could be proved more quickly assuming more 
background in potential theory. We have preferred not to do this 
since it is used in Section 5 which otherwise requires only a bare 
minimum of potential theory (basic properties of harmonic measures). 
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2. Arens-Singer measures. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let x E P and let f be a superharmonic function in a 
neighbourhood of x. Then 
Proof. If the conclusion is false, we can find a superharmonic 
functionf in a neighbourhood U of x withf(x) = - 1 andf(5) > 1 
for 5 E U n Q. By Theorem 6.6 of [7], 3g E R(K) with g(x) = 0, 
g(t) < 0 for 5 E K - (z}. Let U, be an open neighbourhood of x with 
Vr C U, then f is bounded below on Gr . So 301 > 0 with ag - f < - 1 
on au, n K. Then since g E R(K) we can find F E H(K) harmonic 
on an open neighbourhood V of K with F(z) > - l/a, F < 0 on V 
and a.F-f < - 1 on aU,n V. Let W be an open set with 
KCW_CWcVy; thenzF-f,<-1 ona(U,nW)andhenceon 
U, n W, which contradicts 
aF(x) -f(z) > - 1 + 1 = 0. 
2.2. THEOREM. Suppose that h,(X - P) = 0 for all y E K” and 
that s(X) = C,(X). Then a(K) = D(K). 
Proof. By [7], Th eorem 6.9, it suffices to prove that P = R. So 
let z, E R and let p be any representing measure for z, w.r.t. R(K) 
on X. By Lemma 5.2 of [7], p(X - R) = 0. Clearly 
P,(z) = In 1 x - x0 1-l f or x E Q. By Lemma 2.1 this equation holds 
for z E P. So for y E K”, 
P,(z) = In 1 I - x0 1-i a.e. (A,). 
Also, 
In 1 y - < 1-r = J In ( z - 5 1-l d&(z) for (El?, 
and hence a.e. (p). Thus 
PAYI = J ln I Y - 1 l--l 44) 
=ss In I z - C 1-l d&(z) 445) 
= 
J 
In [ z - x0 1-r dh,(z) 
= In 1 y - z, 1-l 
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since x0 E R. Hence by Lemma 1.3, SsO - p E S(X)1 so since 
H(X) = C,(X), p = S&. Thus x0 E P and so R = P as required. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let y0 E K”. Then y. has unique Arens-Singer 
measure if and only if &(X - P) = 0. 
Proof. If h,o(X - P) > 0 then Keldysh measure for y. is an 
Arens-Singer measure distinct from hVO by [7] 7.3 and 9.2. 
of 
Suppose conversely that h,o(X - P) = 0. Let U be the component 
K” containing y. . Then P,(x) = In / z - y. 1-l for 2: E Q and 
hence for x E P by Lemma 2.1. For y E U, h,(X - P) = 0, and 
p(X - R) = 0 by [7] 5.2. Hence 
pub9 = / ln I Y - 5 1-l 445) 
= 
IS ln I 25 - i 1-l d&(4 445) 
= I ln I x - y. l--l d&(z) = P,,,(y) 
(since p can be replaced by XVO). Let g(z) = PJx) - In / z - y. 1-r. 
Then g = 0 in D and in U, g(z) = - G(y, , x), the Green’s function 
of U. (See [lo], Ch. 9). Let Y = K - U and let R, be the set of 
regular points for U on 8U. Since g is superharmonic outside y. it is 
lower semi-continuous and so g < 0 on X. Let w  E X - (au - R,); 
we shall prove g(w) = 0. So assume g(w) < 0 and let y be a positive 
superharmonic function on a neighbourhood N of K, with y = + co 
on 8U - R, and h(w) < 0, where h = g + p. Put S = - 4 h(w) > 0. 
(For existence of v see [lo], 5.3). 
We claim that for x E X, 3 a neighbourhood V of .z with h > - S 
in V n (C - Y), and y. 6 V. If z E X - aU we need only choose 
V C N - U. If x E R, then G(y, , 1;) -+ 0 as 5 --f z, t: E U ([lo], 9.3). 
Thus we can choose V C N so that f > - 6 in V n U. Finally, if 
x E aU - R, then h(x) = co, so by lower semicontinuity of h we can 
find V. We can cover X by the interiors of finitely many such sets 
v, **- V, which we may assume to be compact. Let W = us:, V, u Y; 
then W is compact and a W C C - Y, so h > - S on a W and hence 
on W since h is superharmonic. This contradicts h(w) = - 26, so 
g(w) = 0. 
So g = 0 on X - (au - R,) and thus a.e. (X,) for all y E K”. Just 
as above we deduce PJy) = P,+Jy), y E K”. Hence Pu(z) = PAgo 
inC - (aU - R,) which h as capacity zero. By [8] Lemma 2, p = X0 . 
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2.4. COROLLARY. Suppose that h,(X - P) = 0 for ally E KO, and 
that K” is connected. Then if B is a closed subalgebra of C(X) containing 
R(K) then either B C A(K) or B 3 R(X). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.2 of [7]. 
(The hypothesis K” dense in K is not used in [7], 2.2.) 
2.5. THEOREM. Suppose that h&X - P) = 0, Vy E KO, and that 
R = X. Then R(K) j X = g(X). 
Proof. Let p E R(K)‘, so that P, = 0 in s2. Put p = CL+ - TV- 
where p+ and I*- are positive. If x E P and P,,,(z) < 00, then by 
Lemma 2.1 applied separately to P,+ and P,,- we have P&(x) = 0. 
Since R = X, 
In 1 y - 5 1-l = j In I z - 5 1-r &(a), VCEX, YEKO. 
If y E KO, 
(1) 
= 
s 
In I y - 5 1-l d I p I (5) < co 
Hence PIU,(.z) < co a.e. (A,) and so P,(z) = 0 a.e. (A,), since 
Ar,(X - P) = 0. Thus 
P,(Y) = jln IY -5 1-l 445) 
=ss h I 2 -5 1-l dh,(z) dp(5) 
= p&4 d&(4 s = 0, 
the integrals converging absolutely by (1). So P, = 0 outgde X and 
p E H(X)l. Thus B(K)‘- = a(X)1 and so R(K) ( X = H(X). 
3. Construction of Jensen Measures. 
In this section we establish a converse to the results of Section 2, 
to the effect that if y E KO and h(X - P) > 0, y possesses an abund- 
ance of Jensen measures, One such measure, namely Keldysh measure, 
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is constructed in [7] and our construction is an extension of that given 
in [7]. 
3.1. THEOREM. Suppose y0 E K” and XvO(X - P) > 0. Let F be 
a closed subset of X with A,,(X - P - F) > 0. Then ?I a Jensen 
measure p for y. with p 1 (X - P - F) = 0 and p(T) >, h,e( T) for all 
Bore1 sets T CF. 
Proof. Let (U,) b e a decreasing sequence of bounded open sets 
withK-F=&U,,K=n,D%andFGaU,foreachn.(Such 
a sequence is easily constructed.) Let An denote the harmonic measure 
of y. w.r.t. U, on au, and write h = XV0 . By replacing (U,) by a 
subsequence if necessary, we may assume A, converges weak* to a 
measure p; we shall show that p has the required properties. Clearly 
p > 0 and is supported on X. 
(I) E.L is a Jensen measure for y. . Let g be analytic in a neigh- 
bourhood of K, and hence of Um for n large enough. Then for e > 0, 
n large enough, 
In I ho)1 G j ln I g(5)1445) 
so 
ln I g(Y0)l d j  14 g(S)/ + 4 445) 
and by uniform convergence this holds also for g E R(K). Thus 
ln I dyo)l d j ln I d5)1445h 
for g E R(K) so p is a Jensen measure for y. . 
(II) ,u I F > A,,0 ) F. First, A, 1 F >, Au0 (F for if E is a Bore1 
subset of F, then by [lo], 8.4, A,(E) = inf y(yo) taken over all super- 
harmonic q~ on U, with q~ 2 0 and 
whilst XvO(E) is the similar infimum with U, replaced by K” and if 9 
belongs to the first class its restriction to K” belongs to the second. 
So ha(E) 2 h,(E). 
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Next, if M is a closed subset ofF and f is a non-negative continuous 
function on C with f = 1 on M, then 
so Puw b &lo(M) f or 
required. 
all closed MC F. Hence p / F > Au0 1 F as 
(III) p(X - P - 8’) = 0. We prove this by constructing a measure 
v on P u F then showing that p = v. 
For n = 1, Z,... let 0, denote the space of functions in CR(DJ 
which are harmonic in U, . Let B denote the uniform closure in 
C,(X) of the subspace u, (D, 1 X); then B 2 W(K) ) X. Let aB 
denote the Choquet boundary of B, so 8, _C X. By Choquet’s theorem 
([ll], Ch. 3) 3 a representing measure u for y0 w.r.t. B concentrated 
on aB . We claim that p = v. 
Let f E C,(X); we require to prove j f dp = jf dv. Extend f to 
be bounded and continuous on C. Let R, denote the set of regular 
points of au, w.r.t. U, . Let E, be an increasing sequence of compact 
sets whose union is X - F. For y E U, let A,, denote the harmonic 
measure of y w.r.t. U, . Since au, - R, has logarithmic capacity 
zero, v(aU, - R,) = 0 by [7], 5.2. Hence we can find, for each n, a 
compact subset Qn of R, such that 
for y E J!& . Then choose f, E D, with f, = f on Q, and 
(1 f, /lU, < 2 j/f I\,-; that such an f, can be chosen follows by applying 
[7] 4.5 with D, whose Choquet boundary is R, . That the condition 
on the norm can be satisfied follows from the proof of that theorem. 
Since f, = f on Q, and F C alJ, for all n we have fn -+ f on the set 
F- 6 (au, -Qn) 
n=k 
for all FE and this set has v-measure < C,“=, l/n2. So f, -+f on F 
a.e. (v). Next let y E 3, - F. Then y E U, for all n. So if p is a weak* 
limit of any subsequence of (&> then p is a representing measure for 
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y w.r.t. B and since y E aEI, p = 6,. Hence h,, -P 6, weak*. For n 
large enough y E F, , hence 
and 
i (f - fn) dh,, -+ 0 as 
n-+03 
li,mfn(y> = lip If,, db 
= s f da, =f(y). 
Thus f, --t f a.e. (v) on aE, . But v is concentrated on a, so 
/fdv= “,“/fndv 
= liFfn(yo>. 
Also, since yO E E, for n large enough, 
= Qfn(yo). 
So Jf dp = J f dv and p = v as required. 
To complete the proof we must show that v(X - P - F) = 0. It 
suffices to show that a, G P u F. So let z E X - P - F and let M 
be a compact neighbourhood of z with M fl F = (5. Since z $ P, 
the local nature of the characterisation of P in [7] 6.6(iv) shows that x 
does not belong to the set P associated with M n K (i.e. the Choquet 
boundary of R(M nK)). Thus 3 a positive measure p on M n K 
representing z w.r.t. &n/r n K) with p f 6,. Then p represents 
.Z w.r.t. B SO z $ aB. Thus aB C P u F and the proof is complete. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let y E K *. The following are equivalent: 
(i) hy(X - P) = 0. 
(ii) h, is the only Arens-Singer measure for y. 
(iii) The set of Jensen measures for y is compact in the norm topology. 
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Proof. (i) * (ii) by Theorem 2.3 and (ii) 5 (iii) is trivial. To 
prove (iii) * (i), suppose h,(X - P) > 0, and choose E so that 
0 < E < X,(X - P). It is easy to construct inductively a compact 
set Pcl..;Es for each sequence or a.* E, , ei = 0 or 1 with the following 
properties: Fs , F, are disjoint subsets of X - P, X&F,) > c/2, 
A&F,) > e/2, F,l...,n-l r and FG1.. cn-l, are disjoint subsets of F,,. . .+ , 
and Ai,(FEl...,n) > l /2” for n > 1. 
For each n put F, = lJE1...En-, FEl...cn-I, so that F, is compact and 
A,(Fn) > r/2. By Theorem 3.1 we can find a Jensen measure h, 
with A, 1 F, > A, j F, and X,(X - P - F,) = 0. Suppose m < n: 
for each sequence e1 +*a E, either h,(F,l...,rJ = 0 or A, 3 At,0 on 
F E1..‘Fm * In either case it is clear that 
II A, - A, IF,,.,.,, // > F 2+-l. 
Hence 
whenever m < n. Thus the set of Jensen measures for y cannot be 
norm compact. 
4. Certain real annihilating measures. 
In this section we recall briefly an elementary and well-known 
construction for real annihilating measures. Later we shall examine 
to what extent these exhaust Re R(K)l. 
Let I’ be a piecewise smooth Jordan curve in K”. We define a real 
measure X(r) on X as follows: for f E C,(X), 
I fdqq = - $ ,,gds 
where f is the harmonic extension off to K”, n is the outward normal 
and s is arc length. It is elementary that f -+ Jf dA(r) indeed defines 
a bounded linear functional on C,(X) and that moreover 
where y is any point in the component of K” containing r and M 
depends only on K, r, and the choice of y. Jf dh(lJ is the period of 
the harmonic conjugate of j about r, hence is zero if f E A(K) i.e. 
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A(r) EA(K)I (and h ence E R(K)l). Further h(r) > 0 on the part 
of X inside r and < 0 on the part outside (see [12] III 4~). 
It is convenient to consider certain linear combinations of the h(r). 
Let Q be a bounded component of 32 such that Q n (51 - Q)- = 4. 
Then only finitely many components of C - Q meet Q, say 
uo P Ul *I* U, where U, is unbounded. For i = 0, 1 a** 11 let I’i be a 
smooth Jordan curve in KO separating Q from Ui n a. Then the 
measure 
h = h(r,) - 5 h(FJ 
i=l 
is easily shown to satisfy P,+ = 1 on fz n Q and PA = 0 on 9 - Q. 
h is positive on Q A X and negative on X - Q, We denote this 
measure h by X(Q). 
5. Annihilating measures-a connected. 
In this section we assume throughout that g is connected. Roughly 
speaking we show that if I is small enough then R(K) is Dirichlet 
(i.e. Re R(K)1 = {O}). We do this by using the characterisation of 
representing measures in section one, together with arguments 
based on those of Carleson [S] and McCullough [6], that interior 
points of K have unique representing measures, and then applying 
results of function-algebra theory to deduce that R(K) is dirichlet. 
This section requires no potential theoretic background beyond 
elementary properties of harmonic measure. 
5.1. LEMMA (McCullough [6]). Let Y be a compact connected 
subset of 8 containing more than one point such that Y n I is countable. 
Let y E K” and let p be a representing measure for y on X. Let 
g(z) = P,(z) - In 1 z - y j-l. 
Then g is a$nite constant on Y. 
Proof. By 1.2, g is constant, say hi , on Sz, for each i. Let Qi be 
the component of the set {g = &.} containing 1;2,. If z0 E QS and 
z, # y then P,,(xo) < co since P,, is lower semi-continuous. Hence 
by Lemma 1.5 (with U = C - {y)), pi is closed in C - {y} and in 
particular Sz, C Q+ . Any two of the sets QS n Y, i = 1, 2,..., are either 
identical or disjoint; moreover Y - ui (Qi n Y) is countable (being 
a subset of I). But a compact connected set cannot be a countable 
disjoint union of closed subsets unless all but one are empty ([13], 
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42 III 6). Since Y does not reduce to a point, we must have Y C Qi 
for some i i.e. g = hi on Y. 
5.2. LEMMA. Let 0 < E < 1, 0 < 01 -=c 4, 0 < x < $. Then 
1 ~~lnj~-r~-~(rlnr-~)-~rlr<(l +AE)lnx-l a 
where A is an absolute constant and 
In In p-l = c-l + In In 01-l. 
Proof. Let 
f(r) = E In 1 x - r 1-r (Y In r-l)-l 
(a) If 2x < (Y, putting 
In j x - r 1-l = In r-r - In 1 1 - r-lx 1 
gives 
I 
cl 
< E 142x)-1 + 2EX r2 dr 
2x 
< 2~ In x-l 
(b) j%f(r) dr < 24x ln(2x)-1)-1/L In j x - Y l-1 dr 
= 24x ln(2x)-r)-l x [# In 
< Ale In x-l. 
x-l + 11 In 1 s - 1 j-1 ds] 
(c) If /3 < x/2 and 71 = min(+ x, a) then 
Iif dr < 1,” E ln x-‘(Y ln r-l)-l dr + J” E In j x(x - r)-1 1 (y ln r--1)--1 & 
R 
s 
gr 
< In x-l + 2.5x-l (In r-l)-1 dr 
$9 
< In x-l + E. 
Putting (a), (b), (c) together gives the result. 
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5.3. LEMMA. Let 0 < E < 1, a > 2, o( < a and 
In In 8-l = In In a-1 + c-1. 
Let z0 E C and let p be a non-zero positive measure on a compact subset of 
(z : / x - x0 1 < a}. Then 3, p < r < 01, such that for / x - x0 1 = r, 
PJz) < (1 + AE) P,(qJ + AE In 4a 
where A is the constant of Lemma 5.2. 
Proof. We may suppose z0 = 0; also the transformation x = 4az’ 
reduces to the case a = a so we suppose a = $. Suppose that, ‘v’r with 
p < Y < 01, 3,s with j z / = r and 
For such r, 
Hence 
j In I r - I 5 I 1-l d&I) 3 j In I x - 5 1-l &(5) 
3 (1 + AE) PJO). 
(1 + AE) P,(O) < 1,” [j” In I r - I 5 I 1-l @(C)l l (r In 1-Y fir 
= 
J-U 
OL In 1 Y - 1 5 1 1-l E(Y In ~-l)-l~Ir] C+(C) 
6 
< (1 + AC) j in / 5 1-l d&J by 5.2 
= (1 + AE) PJO). 
This contradiction proves the lemma. 
We require some simple results from general topology. (For metric 
spaces 5.4 is proved in [14], iv 5 Ex 1 and 5.5 (1) in [13] 42, iii 3). 
5.4. LEMMA. Let F be a compact HausdorfJ space and 2 a closed 
subset of F. Then the union Y of all components of F meeting Z is closed. 
Proof. Assume F # Y. Then fix y EF - Y; for each x E Z, the 
component of F containing x does not contain y, so 3 an open and 
closed subset G, of F containing x but not y. Then we can find a 
finite set x1 *** x,, E Z such that Z C u Gzi = G say. Since G is open 
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and closed it contains 2, so F-G is a neighbourhood of y not meeting 
2. Thus 2 is closed. 
5.5. LEMMA. Let F be a compact connected Hausdorfl space. 
(1) If U is a non-empty open proper subset of F, every component of 
F - U meets 0. 
(2) If U, and V, are disjoint non-empty open subsets of F, some 
component of F - (U, v U,) meets both Dl and oz . 
Proof. (1) Let Z be a component of F - U and suppose 
2 n B = +. Then there is an open and closed subset G of F - U not 
meeting a,U but containing 2. Then G is a non-empty open and 
closed proper subset of F, contradicting the connectedness of F. 
(2) By (1) each component of F - (U, U U,) meets 
U, v U, = U1 u Uz so meets either 1!7~ or o2 . Suppose no component 
meets both. For i = 1, 2 let Zi be the union of all compon&s of 
F - (U, u U,) which meet a,.U, . 2, and 2, are disjoint, and closed 
in F - ( U1 u U,) by 5.4. Then the sets Pi = U, u Zi = Oi u Zi 
are disjoint and closed in F, and F = P, U Pz . Also, since F is con- 
nected, a,U, and aFUz are non-empty, so PI and P, are non-empty. 
This contradicts the connectedness of F. 
For 0 < t < e-l put q(t) =T: (In In t-l)-l and let m, denote the 
associated Hausdorff measure. 
5.6. LEMMA. Suppose jl is connected and I C F v G where F is a 
compact subset of X with m,(F) = 0 and G is countable. Let y E KO 
and let p be a representing measure for y. Then p = A, . 
Proof. If F is empty the result follows from 5.1, so assume F # 4. 
Put g(z) = P@(z) - In 1 x - y 1-l. By 5.1, g is constant on Qi for 
each i; we wish to show that all these constants are equal (and hence 
zero). So fix p, q and let g = y on Q3 , g = S on 52,. We shali prove 
y = s. 
Choose E, 0 < E < 1, and p such that 
0 < p < min(r, 6, + diameter(G),), t d(X, y)). (1) 
Choose open discs d, SD* d, with radii r1 se* r, so that F C uE1 Ai , 
Ai n F # CJ for each i, and 
In In r;‘)-’ < 4 p. 
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Since P,, is lower semi-continuous, 3~~ E & so that g(xJ < g(x), 
Vx E a, . Put Si = 2(ln In r+, /3d = 2r, , In In ol;l = In In /Q’ - Q1. 
Then we have 
In ci;l = exp S;l - e-“T’ In 2 > 8;’ 
since 6, < *. So oli < Z$ < $. 
Applying 5.5 we obtain ti , /3$ < t$ < 01~ , such that 
where m is a constant depending only on K. We have 
t, < 6i and z,ti<g,si<P* (3) 
Denote by Di the disc@ : 1 x - x, 1 = ti} and by r, its boundary. We 
have, using (3) and (1) 
I xi - Y I > 4Y, K) - 4% ? K) 3 4Y, K) - 2P b B 4y, q. (4) 
Also, if z E ri then 
( In 1 Z - y j - In [ Xi - y 1 ( = 1 In 1 1 - (xi - y)-l (xi - z)] ( 
6 24 1 xi - y p-1 < 4ti ff(y, K)-1 
by (4). Hence if z E ri, using (2), 
Put 
AL! = 4 Y I + 1 + ln+(2d(y, Q-l)) + m + 4d(y, K)-1 (6) 
and assume henceforth that E < M-l. 
We next define inductively a sequence i1 *** ik of distinct integers 
from the set (1, 2 *a* m> with the property that for x E I’,, , 
g(4 < Y + M f: h* d Y + 1, 1 <S,<K. (7) 
t=1 
where the second inequality follows from Cy=“=, 6, < p < c < M-l. 
If O9 meets if, for some i, we take ii , to be any such i. If not, let Y 
be the component of a - (JE1 d, containing ap; then by 5.5 (1) we 
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can choose il so that Y meets di, . Since F n Y = 4, by 5.1 g is 
constant on Y. Thus in either case g(x,,) < Y, so that 
P(x,,) <Y y -1 In 1 xi, - y 1-l < y + ln+(2d(y, K))-l 
using (4). So by (5) and (6), for z E ril, g(z) ,< y + M8,1, i.e. (7) 
is valid for s = 1. 
Now suppose il .** i, chosen, satisfying (7). Write D = & Dit . 
If u:r di C D, then the construction terminates and s = k. If not, 
let J = {i; 1 < i < m, di $ D}, so that J # 4. We consider two cases: 
(a) 3i E J with di n D # C$ and (b) 3 no such i. In case (a), we take 
i,+i to be any i E J with ai n D # 4. Since Ai $ D, pi must meet 
&, Tit , so that by (7) 
Axis+J 6 Y + M i sit d y + 1. 
t-1 
In case (b) we apply 5.5 (2) to the compact connected space 8 and 
the non-empty relatively open subsets D n 0 and (uiGJ Ai) n Q, 
and obtain a compact connected subset Y of D, not meeting lJ& Ai 
but meeting ri, for some r, 1 < r < t, and meeting i& for some i E J. 
We take i,+1 to be this i. By 5.1 g is constant on Y, so that (8) holds 
in this case also. Thus in either case by (4) and (8) 
p&i,+J < Y + 1 + ln+P(y, K)-l), 
and by (5) and (6), for x E riB+l , 
g(x) G Y + M i Sit + MSi,+l 
s+1 
= y + c Ms,t. 
t=1 t=1 
So (7) holds for s + 1. This completes the construction which clearly 
terminates with k < m. Then 
fi Di,2 (j AdIF, and for ZEiJ rit, 
t=1 i=l t=1 
g(x) < Y + M i Sit < Y + EM. 
t=1 
By (1) the diameter of each Di is less than that of Sz, , so if (Jzl D,t 
meets Gq , then & I’<. meets fiq so that by (9) 6 < y + EM. If 
(Jzzl Dit does not meet Sz, , the component 2 of Q - (Jzl Dit con- 
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taining QQ meets (Jz, Fit by 5.5 (1). g is constant on 2 by 5.1, SO by 
(9) again 6 < y + EM. So in either case 6 ,< y + EM. Let E + 0; 
thus 6 < y and similarly y < S, so y = 6 as required. 
Hence g = 0 on (Ji n,. Since F u G has l-dimensional measure 
zero, it follows from 1.5 that g = 0 on 51 i.e. PU(z) = In 1 x - y 1-l 
for z E a. In particular this applies to X, , so PA,(z) = In 1 z - y j-l, 
x E 0, for ally E K”. Thus if y. E K”, 
P,(Y~) = / In I x - y. l-1 444 
zzz 
ss ln I z - 5 1-l 4.44 4&) 
= s ln I 5 - Y 1-l 4&) 
= &,(Yo> 
since we can replace p by & . Thus P, = PAY throughout C, so E.L = h, 
by [S] Lemma 2. 
Note that the last part of the proof could be shortened by appealing 
to Theorem 2.2; however we preferred to keep this section independ- 
ent of that theory. 
5.7. THEOREM. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.6, R(K) is a 
Dirichlet algebra on X. 
Proof. We use the following results from abstract HP-theory. Let 
A be a uniform algebra on a compact space X, and let v be a multipli- 
cative functional on A with unique representing measure h on X. Then 
if p E Al, we have the Lebesque decomposition p = p + u, p < h, 
0 1 h. By [21], p and 0 E AJ-. Then p = fA for some f E HOI(h), the 
closure in Ll(h) of {g E A : jg dh = 0} [16]. If p is real then p and 
hence f are real, so f = 0 by [16]. Thus ,u = u is singular w.r.t. X if 
p E Re A-L. 
Applying this to R(K) on X, if p E Re R(K)I and y E K” then 
p 1 X, . Just as in [l], Section 5, Lemma, using [21] it follows that 
As in [8], Lemma 4 
I 
dtm - 0 
Z-I 
for xE:a.ni 
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s d ;CL I (0< co IX-C! ’ i = 1, 2,... . 
Thus J-&(S)l(z - 5) = 0 a.e. (plane measure) so by [8], Lemma 5, 
p. = 0. 
6. Annihilating measures-general case. 
In this section we combine the results of Sections 2 and 5 to obtain 
information about real annihilating measures, along the lines of [3], 
the methods of which we foilow closely. 
6.1. LEMMA. Suppose Q is a component of I? with more than one 
point, such that Q n I is totally disconnected. Then Q = (Q n sZ)- and 
a(Q n L?) = Q n X. 
Proof. Since I is totally disconnected and Q connected with more 
than one point, Q - I is dense in Q, i.e. Q = {Q n ( ui f&)>-. For any i, 
if Q$ meets Q then Di C Q; thus Q n (ui ii’,) is dense in Q, so 
Q = (Q n 52)-. 
a(QnG)=(QnSZ)--(QnSZ)=Q-(Qn9) 
=Qn@-9)=QnX. 
6.2. THEOREM. Let Q be a component of si with more than one point 
and Q n I C F u G, where G is countable and F compact with m,(F) = 0 
(y as in Section 5). Let p E Re R(K)J-. Then P, is constant on Q n Q. 
Proof. Put L = S - (Q n In) (S = complex sphere). Then by 
6.1, Q = (S - L)- and 8L = Q n X. Let v be the measure obtained 
by “sweeping” p to aL, i.e. for f E C(aL), Jf dv = Jjdp where 3 is 
defined on L by3 = f on aL and on Lo, 3 is the harmonic extension of 
.f to LO (where Lo is the interior relative to S). 
If f E R(L), 3 = f and so jf dv = Jf d,u = 0, since f j K E R(K). 
Thus v E Re R(L)I and by 5.7 v = 0. Let z1 , zz2 E (2 n 52, and put 
g(c) = In 1 5 - x1 1-l - In j 5 - x2 j-l, so g is harmonic in a neigh- 
borhood ofL. Theng” = g, so fg d,u = sg dv = 0, i.e. P,(.q) = P,(x2) 
as required. 
Let Q. , Q1 ,-. be the components of a which meet G, Q. being the 
unbounded one. We suppose that for j > 0, Qi n (0 - Qi)- = 4. 
Let rlj = h(Q,) as constructed in Section 4 (j > 0). Then P,,, = 1 
on Qj n 52, P,,j = 0 on JJ - Qj . Following [3] we denote by s” 
the operation of sweeping a measure to uTEo aQk and write qi” = ~“77~ , 
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1 <j<n. If O<K<n, 1 <j<n, then for xEi2nQk we have 
El,@) = Pn,&) = a,, - Let ,Z denote the weak*-closed real linear 
span of the measures yi . 
6.3. THEOREM. S pp u ose H(X) = C,(X), h,(X - P) = 0 for 
V,, f K”, and (with notation as U~OZX) Qj n(i2 - Qi)- = 9, j > 0. 
Suppose also that for i > 0, Qi n I C Fi v G, where G is countable and 
for each i, Fi is compact with m,(F,) = 0 (9’ as in Section 5). Suppose 
further that for real sequences (cj), 
Then 
< co * limninf i cjql < co. /I II i=l 
Re R(K)‘- = Z + D(K)l and R(K) = A(K). 
Proof. Trivially 
2 + D(K)‘- C Re li(K)l. 
To prove the converse, let 
Kn = C - (j (BP n 9, n 3 1. 
k=O 
Then by 6.1, 
W - KJ- = i, Qk 
k=O 
and aK, = (-J aQ*. 
k=O 
So sn is the operation of sweeping a measure to aK, . Let p E Re R(K)‘-. 
Then by 6.2, P,, is constant, say Cj , on Qi n Sz for j 3 1 and P,, = 0 
on Q. n 1;2. Then PSn,, = cjonQjnQifj,<n. Let 
n 
v = Pp - 1 CjTj”. 
j=l 
Then P, = 0 in (JFCo (Qk n L?), i.e. outside K, . It is easily seen that 
K,, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2, and all points of NC, 
are regular, so that v = 0. Hence SOP = CF-, Cjvjn and so 
II Zny”=l cjr/jn II < II lu. 11 . By hypothesis lim in& I) Cyxl civj /I < co so 
(Cj=, cjqj) has a subsequence converging weak* to a measure q on X, 
Then~ECandforxEDnQ,,P,(z)=c,. ThusP,,=OinQ, 
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so that by Theorem 2.2, p - 71 E D(K)1 and p E D(K)1 + ,Z as 
required. 
Since D(K)1 + 2 S Re A(K)‘-, it follows that Re R(K)l= Re A(K)1 
and so from [2] R(K) = A(K). 
6.4. COROLLARY. If Sz h as exactly n $ 1 components andI C F u G 
where G is countable and F compact with m,(F) = 0, then Re R(K)1 
has dimension n and R(K) = A(K). 
Proof. It is easily verified that K satisfies the hypotheses of Theo- 
rem 6.3, and that D(K) / X = C,(X) (i.e. K” is regular). Then 
Re R(K)1 = Z:, which is spanned by ql me* qn . 
Notes. (1) Conditions under which the last hypothesis of Theorem 
6.3 is fulfilled can be obtained by the methods of [3], Section 2. 
For example, one obtains the following: 
Suppose that K” is connected and dense in K, that h&X - P) = 0 
for y E K”, and Qi n (0 - Qj)- = (b, for j > 0. Suppose also 
Qi n I C Fi u G where G is countable and Fi is compact with 
m,(F,) = 0. Suppose further that there exists 6 > 0 such that for 
each i > 1, aQz can be separated from the rest of X by a Jordan 
curve yi in K satisfying 
Then 
QQo) 3 6, .zEYi. 
ReR(K)I = Z+D(K)l and R(K) = A(K). 
The last hypothesis will be satisfied if the diameters of the Qi 
tend to zero sufficiently fast, relative to the distances between them. 
(2) Corollary 6.4 can be proved directly by the methods of Sec- 
tion 5, but requires the more involved HP theory of [9] to replace 
the proof of 5.7. The theory of [9] together with a decomposition of 
the type of [l], Theorem 1, provides a description of all (not neces- 
sarily real) annihilating measures, as follows: p E R(K)1 o p has 
the form: 
IL = f f&, + jJl Wi 
i=l 
where yi E K”, fi E H,‘(h,J ( see 5.7), xi 11 fi IIL1o) < 00 and ci E C. 
Corollary 6.4 can also be deduced from Theorem 5.7 and [4], 
Lemma 3. 
(3) Other results in this direction can be found in [4]. 
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I. Examples. 
7.1. We first consider an example where i3K (and hence .0) is 
connected. The example was considered in [7] and is obtained by 
taking a perfect nowhere dense subset E of the closed interval [- 1, I] 
and forming K by removing from the closed unit disc those open 
discs whose diameters are complementary intervals of E. 
We suppose E contains 1 and - 1. Since I lies on the real axis, 
by [17] Theorem 5 we have R(K) = A(K). 
Let U, , U, denote the components of K”. Then harmonic measure 
for y E Ui is mutually absolutely continuous w.r.t. arc length on 
aUi since aU, is rectifiable. We assert that R(K) is Dirichlet if and 
only if E has zero length. To prove this we note that if f E C(K) then 
f E A(K) if and only if f 1 Ui E A(UJ, i = 1, 2. Further A( Ui) is 
isomorphic with the disc algebra by a conformal map so that by 
the F. and M. Riesz theorem E is a null set for all annihilating meas- 
ures, if E has zero length. Now let u E C,(BK). By the Rudin-Carleson 
theorem (e.g. [22], Corollary 3.2) applied to U, , U2 , 3g E A(K) with 
g = u on E. If p is a real measure on aUi orthogonal to 
(f EA(U$) :f = 0 on E) then by [22] Lemma 4.1, p = p + u 
where p E A(U#- and u is a measure on E. Then p 1 E = 0 so p is 
real, hence p = 0. Thus J (g - u) dp = 0 for all such p, so for any 
E > 0,3fi E A(c-J$) with fi=O on E and / Re(fi +g -u)l <E 
on aui . Define f = fi on 0%; then f + g E A(K) and 
IWf+d--I < E on K. So R(K) is dirichlet. 
Conversely if E has positive length then U, and U, are in the same 
Gleason part for R(K) since harmonic measures for points in U, , U, 
are never mutually singular ([20]). 
But for a Dirichlet algebra, every part with more than one point is 
of the form F(A) where d is the unit disc, v is (1 - 1) and fov is 
analytic for f E A, in particular for f(x) = x [19]. Then U, u U, 
must be contained in a connected open subset of K, which is impos- 
sible. So R(K) cannot be dirichlet. 
This suggests the following conjecture: if D is connected and 
X,(I) = 0, Qy E K”, then R(K) is dirichlet. 
We now show that E can be chosen so that every point of i3K is a 
peak point for R(K) (and h ence in P), but that E has positive linear 
measure so that R(K) is not dirichlet. It suffices to construct E 
so that 
$2%4(x - 2~“, x + 2-9 - E] = Co, for all x E E. (1) 
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In fact, using the relation 
f 2%4(x - 2-r&, x + 2-y - E) = f (2”+l - 2) V@,(X) n R - E) 
?L=l n=l 
where R is the real axis and A,(x) is the annulus 
A,(x) = {z : 2-‘n+l) f / x - x ) < 2-“}, 
(1) yields 
il 2”4R n A,(X) - E) _ oo. 
For linear sets S, y(S) > i m(S) where y denotes analytic capacity 
(see [23], Proposition 3.9). Thus 
f 2y(R n A,(X) - E) = 0~. 
?Z=l 
Hence 
since y is monotone and R - E does not meet K. By Melnikov’s 
criterion ([23], Th eorem 6.1) each point of K is a peak point for R(K). 
We now construct E satisfying (1). We define by induction on i 
a system of open intervals &, (i = 1, 2 ,...; j = 1, 2 ,..., ni) with dis- 
joint closures contained in (- 1, l), so that 
and 
nf ??Z(I$j) 
c ---->I 
j=l Pii 
for all x e [- 1, 11 - kcI (?&) (2) 
where pi3.(x) is the distance from x to the farthest point (from x) of 
Iii . We require a simple lemma: 
7.1.1. LEMMA. Let I be an open interval and let E > 0. Then we 
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can find intervals I1 ,..., 71 I with disjoint closures contained in I, so that 
5 m(4) < E 
i=l 
and 
where pi(x) is the distance from x to the farthest point of 1. 
Proof. We can suppose I is the unit interval. With n an integer to 
be chosen, let Ii (1 < i < n) be the interval with centre i/n + 1 
and length e/n (we may suppose E < $, so that the Ii are disjoint). 
For x E I - uyS1 It , we have 
if n is large enough. 
It is now easy to construct Iii; one applies the lemma to each com- 
ponent interval of (- 1, 1) - (JiLi ((Stir I,$) with 6 < N-l 2wi, 
where N is the number of these intervals. Then &}y& is the totality 
of new intervals obtained in this way. (2) follows immediately from 
the lemma. It is clear that we can suppose lJi,i Ii21 dense in (- 1, 1). 
Put E = [-- 1, 11 - (Ji,i lij . Then (1) is a consequence of (2) 
and m(E) = 2 - & m(IJ > 1. This completes the construction. 
Since peak points are one-point parts, in this example U, u U, 
is a disconnected Gleason part for R(K). (This example has been 
discovered independently by J. Garnett.) 
The above construction was suggested by an example of 
J. Wermer [24]. Note added 18th August 1969. T. W. Gamelin and 
J. Garnett have found a construction of the above example which 
avoids the use of Melnikov’s theorem and the concept of analytic 
capacity; see Lemma 5.3 of “Distinguished Homomorphisms and 
Fiber Algebras” by the above authors (preprint). 
Finally we note that, as shown in [7], E can be chosen so that 
X - P has positive harmonic measure and so the set of Jensen 
measures for A(K) need not be norm compact. In this case roughly 
speaking “analytic” approximation is possible (R(K) = A(K)) but 
“harmonic” approximation is not (B(K) # D(K)). 
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7.2, We now construct an example exhibiting the last pheno- 
menon, in which each component of 0 is “nice”. Let d denote the 
open unit disc and let E be any compact subset of d with positive 
logarithmic capacity but zero analytic C-Capacity [23] and C - E 
connected. Let x1 , xp .*+ be a sequence of points of A - E whose 
set of limit points is exactly E. We choose rr , r2 ,,.. so that the closures 
of the discs Ai = (.z : / x - x, j < ri) are disjoint subsets of A - E. 
We define K = d - ui di so that X = aK = B d u (vi Bd,) u E. 
From [7] 6.6(’ ) ‘t f 11 IV 1 o ows easily that E n P = 4 if ri +- 0 fast enough. 
Then R # P so R(K) # D(K). But K” is connected, so 
tii(X) = C,(X) and so X - P has positive harmonic measure. On the 
other hand, [18], Theorem 4 shows that R(K) = A(K) if ri -+ 0 
fast enough. 
7.3. We use a modification of the above construction to show that 
the last hypothesis in Theorem 6.3 cannot be dropped. Again let d 
be the open unit disc, and now let E be a compact subset of A with 
positive analytic C-Capacity, EO = 4, and C - E connected. We 
suppose also E C (2 : j x j f a}. For each positive integer Y we can 
find Jordan domains with smooth boundaries U,,r **a UT,%, such that 
n, < 22r; diameter ( U,,i) = 2-5r; d( U,,, , U,,j) > 2-T-1 for i # j; for 
x E E, 3, 1 < i < n, , with d(.z, U,,i) < 2-r; d(U,,i, E) < 2-T; 
Ur,i _C A - E. We then choose a sequence rl < r2 < *a. so that 
Now put 
Then 
and it follows easily from [7] 6.6.(iv) that E C P, hence X = P since 
the Vi have “nice” boundaries. On the other hand Theorem 4’ of [18] 
ensures that A(K) # R(K). The QI , QS ,... of Theorem 6.3 are just 
U, ) t7, ,... and satisfy the conditions in Theorem 6.3, except the last, 
which therefore cannot be dropped. 
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Note added in proof. Since this paper was written the author has strengthened 
Theorem 5.7; the only restriction needed on I is that it have zero &dimensional 
Hausdorff measure. 
The conjecture in Section 7.1 is false as it stands. See the final two paragraphs of 
Dirichlet algebras of analytic functions by the present author, to appear in this Journal. 
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